JUDGES’ COMMENTS
Raw, sleepless, evocative. The writer carries us along as Gabriel, the angel, not so much flies as
stumbles. A spin into circumstance and mental illness, with melatonin, of all things, serving as
an absurd punctuation mark to the story.
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I

f i’m drunk enough, I tell the story about Gabriel. I don’t tell it sober, because I live in two
worlds: the basement and the classroom. I’m probably drunk right now. I’m watching The Exorcist
and laughing at priests falling from windows. Everything jumps and shivers. If I’m not drunk, I’m
warning you about stories, that even the wildest of them has a truth behind it, seen through fog or
scripture, that people make up the root of them, that these people believe the stories they tell, but
that these are stories, that some of them you won’t believe, that others you’ll see as fog or scripture,
and nothing more. When I tell this story, a hush falls, and someone will ask if we can change the
subject, and we will, and I’ll regret speaking at all. But when I’ve told this story, each time, to three
glasses of Chianti and a vodka cranberry, it went something like this:
Gabriel would call him, or call himself, motherfucker
or shithead. I’d never hear these words, or even see
him, the him I’m talking about that wasn’t him. He would
lock his eyes on a window or a doorway, past the open
door to the bedroom in my parents’ fifth-wheel, up
the steps from his basement, from indoors out his bedroom
window, from his lawn back into the same window,
from my lawn to a space coiling over my home. All of this
comes together in a mess, out of order in ways I can’t put
straight.
So I see Gabriel’s eyes first. And before I can stumble
to the light switch, his breath thins, then seizing on his
basement carpet with the lights now on and the television
playing Pulp Fiction on mute, he scrapes into the floor and
one of his fingernails bends backwards on the shag, and
then he passes out.
The Conjuring gets parts of it right, he says. I ask which
parts. We pause the film between dialogue. Vera Farmiga
with her powder-blue eyes looking like she’s seen a ghost—
she hasn’t; we don’t think we believe in them. Across from
her, a husband stands lilting with his wife: “It’s the
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damnedest thing, but we also get all kinds of birds that will
just fly against the side of the house and break their necks….”
“That’s awesome,” says Gabriel, and he smiles with too
many teeth, as if to signal, yes, he’s happy, he’s fine, yes,
he’s stable. “We got three in a day once. My brother didn’t
sleep for a week. Guess he saw bodies in his room, too,
that’d help.”
The husband talks about family photos fallen from walls,
unhinged doors thrice knocked in the night. Vera Farmiga
says, “I saw it first when I came through your door. It was
latched to your back.” The shot cuts to something like a wave
of shadow behind the wife, who’s ready to believe anything.
Gabriel says, “Yeah, that’s pretty close. Kinda.”
“What does it look like then?” I’ve never asked before.
“Kinda like particles. I can see it, I mean, I can tell it’s
there, but you don’t see it. And it depends how it wants to
look. It totally latches to people’s backs though. I’ve seen
that. There was this guy, one time, loading his kids into a
minivan, and I saw one on his back, and it just looked at
me. That part’s right.”
I’ve gotten his voice wrong, we haven’t spoken for
months.
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I’m baking meatballs and curly fries with a street missionary in my kitchen. I’ve told her about Gabriel; I’ve got
her talking about exorcisms. She’s taken out her nose ring,
which hadn’t gone over well at church.
“Some people get really theatrical about it, they give it
a stage, they get its name, they talk to it. That’s exactly
what it wants, go slow, go big, make things as dramatic as
possible, and it’s really unfortunate, because they traumatize whoever they’re working with. These people, they
forget this is a person they’re dealing with.”
“How do you do it then?”
“The name of Jesus, that’s the only power. It’s not a
show.”
The first time Gabriel kisses me, I should shove him
away. I should ask if he’s all right. I shouldn’t laugh. I
definitely shouldn’t kiss him back. Or bite him.
Gabriel won’t see a psychologist. He’s been sleeping on
my bedroom floor since his parents kicked him out, two

months back. Sometimes, he tells me about the little boy
he’s grown up with, the one I can’t see. He knows the
difference between real and fake, he says. The boy is fake.
The boy’s name is Leviathan.
“Do you still see him?”
“We don’t talk anymore.”
“Nice dodge. When do you see him?”
“Fuck you,” he says, and laughs a little too loudly, then
straightens his face. “But, like, I just see him on the street,
y’know, in playgrounds, mirrors.”
On a midnight walk along the river’s suburb fence, he
describes a thin man with fingers the length of licorice and
a face blacked like nothing.
“How black is that?”
“Like, not even shadow or dark. Not even black. Just
nothing.”
“And sometimes it looked like other things, too?”
“Yeah.” He stares across the street, towards an empty field.
“I don’t want to talk about those.” 
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Two years ago, when the demon disappeared, Gabriel
lost six months. He tells me he fell asleep in March, then
woke in September, naked in a hospital gown, prostrate
on a bed and twenty pounds lighter.
Upon returning home, he began to see his lost time
enacted around him: a conversation in a public park, a jog
down a back alley, a body hanging from a tree. When he
saw these things, he began to remember. The space around
his home became a game, and we spent days in search of
fragments. I wasn’t much help in any of this, but I kept
him company anyway.
He tells me later, when he can remember, that to forget
is sometimes a blessing.

degree in counselling psychology, and I’m finding that
my eyes roll less than usual when she talks. So I ask:
“Where does something like schizophrenia fit into
this?”
“This is about your friend?”
“Ex-friend, yeah.”
She clicks her tongue against the roof of her mouth,
then looks to the popcorn ceiling, as if it’s feeding her
lines. “I think that’s an opening, sometimes. It’s easier
for a demon to get hold of someone who’s already dealing
with so much.”
“But do you think sometimes there might not be a
demon at all?”

When I ask Gabriel to be my boyfriend, I should know
what his hesitation means. I should know why his hand
reaches at midnight toward mine and pulls me to his mattress on the floor. I should know when he kisses me that
he imagines someone else, and that he imagines himself as
someone else too.

Though I haven’t seen him in months, I often imagine
passing Gabriel on the street or the train, where he
watches from some seat or alleyway just out of sight.
Each time, though I don’t see him, I feel something like
particles latched to my back.

At three o’clock in the morning, I draw Minnie Mouse’s
ears for the third time on Gabriel’s bedroom wall. Though
my circles bend into ovals, Gabriel refuses to let me quit.
Together, after several draft attempts in pencil, we’ve
decided each of Minnie’s ears spans just over two-thirds
the width of her face. He’s got black paint all over his
hands.
“Hey, at least you got the eyes right.” He squints.
“Mostly.”
We’ve covered half his walls in graphite sketches, and
he’s relying on sample paints from Home Depot to fill in
our misshapen outlines. After his first hospitalization,
Gabriel’s mother had repainted his bedroom a traditional
El Salvadoran blue, inspired by a visit home as well as
perhaps a desire to veneer months of unrest.
Gabriel slaps on another coat of paint then says, “She
went crazy right with me.”
I finish Minnie’s ears, more or less, and he glances over
and tries to stifle a giggle, which almost feels real. “That’s,
uh. Yeah. I think I’ll fix that tomorrow.”
“I told you I can’t draw,” I say.
“I know,” he says. “Now I believe you.”
The street missionary tells me about her calf, ripped to
the bone by a possessed woman with only her fingernails.
We’ve been talking Christian pacifism. She refuses to
defend herself, she frequents the emergency room. I listen,
thinking of Gabriel the whole time, only a few kilometres
away in his basement suite. The missionary has a graduate
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The last time I see Gabriel, he’s swallowed razor lubricant, a handful of melatonin, seven shots of vodka,
and half the non-edibles in his pantry. The cops confiscate a note he’s tried to leave behind, which I don’t want
to read anyway. Two hours pass, and he’s released alone
without treatment into the midnight city, alone on a bus
to his basement suite. For another hour, I wait unaware
with a mutual friend in the hospital’s empty food court,
drinking my way through a row of vending machines.
We sprint to the car when we found out he’s left. Then,
in his bedroom:
“You don’t know what you’ve swallowed, so I’m not
giving you a fucking choice, you have to go back.”
He says nothing.
“If you don’t go back, I’m calling the cops. They have
your note.”
“If I go back, I’ll never speak to you again.” He’s
sobbing.
We return to the hospital. This is the last thing he
ever says to me.
Months earlier, when Gabriel asks if I love him,
and when I say that, yes, I think I might love him,
and when he says, “We need to stop,” then burrows
up my chest into my brain like a spirit or disease, I
wonder if the demon watches from the corner, and
then I wonder if anyone watches at all, except Gabriel,
whose eyes fix on mine as we lay on my bedroom
carpet, and then I finish my vodka cranberry at the
bar and take an Uber home.

